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Rigorous calculations of magnetic Feshbach resonances and Zeeman relaxation cross sections in an ultracold
and cold chromium gas are reported. This work presents the calculation of such inelastic processes in collisions
of atoms with large magnetic moments. Using our recently constructed accurate interaction potentials for the
chromium dimer, we compute the positions and widths of magnetically tuned resonances in an optically
trapped ultracold Cr gas. We find good agreement with recent experimental data and report that spin-change
collision cross sections quickly increase with decreasing collision energy and magnetic-field strength at ener-
gies below 1 K and magnetic fields larger than 40 G.
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In the past decade, ground-breaking experiments on cool-
ing alkali-metal atoms to ultracold temperatures have led to
the creation of atomic Bose-Einstein condensatessBECd f1g
and degenerate Fermi gasesf2g, Bose condensation of Fer-
mionic atomsf3g, formation of ultracold molecules and the
creation of molecular BECf3–5g, as well as the demonstra-
tion of the reversible superfluid-to-insulator phase transition
in optical latticesf6g. A major thrust of recent research has
been to cool and trap other atomsf7,8g. Trapping ultracold
alkaline-earth-metal atoms is pursued in an effort to develop
an improved optical time standardf9–11g and the possibility
of the creation of ultracold Rydberg atoms and molecules is
enticing f12g. Cooling and trapping atoms with large mag-
netic moments such as dysprosiums10 mBd or chromium
s6 mBd is of particular interest. It was predicted that polar
species may form unique phases of matter at very low tem-
peraturesf13g and highly magnetic atoms may be used in
schemes for quantum computationf14g.

The possibility of cooling Cr atoms to ultracold tempera-
tures was explored in two experiments. Initially, Doyle and
co-workersf15g found that inelastic Zeeman relaxation in
Cr-Cr collisions induced by the anisotropy of the magnetic
dipole-dipole interaction precludes the evaporative cooling
of 6 mB atoms in a purely magnetic trap. An alternative ap-
proach of Pfau and co-workersf16–18g based on evaporative
cooling in a magneto-optical trapsMOTd was able to circum-
vent the problem, and the creation of Cr BEC has been re-
portedf19g. The stability and properties of the Cr BEC de-
pend on details of Cr - Cr interactions. Pfau and coworkers
found that Cr-Cr collisions at a temperature of 6mK are
influenced by a number of magnetic Feshbach resonances
f20g. A simple interaction potential model was used in a non-
linear least-squares-fitting procedure to identify the observed
resonancesf20g. These resonances can be used to tune the
Cr-Cr scattering length or to form ultracold Cr2 molecules by
varying magnetic field, as was realized with alkali-metal
atomsf3–5g.

In this work, we simultaneously address the two distinct
experiments on Cr. In the experiment with the optical dipole

trap f20g, there are no two-body losses because the initial
channel is the lowest-energy high-field-seeking state. In the
other experiment with the magnetic trapf15g, the dominant
losses are due to two-body spin-changing collisions because
the initial channel is the the highest-energy low-field-seeking
state. We have recently computed accurate interaction poten-
tials for the Cr2 molecule in the lowest seven electronic
statesf21g. The dynamics of Cr - Cr collisions in the MOT is
determined by the manifold of the interaction potentials and
the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction that induces coupling
between different adiabatic states. Here, we employ the in-
teraction potentials and the spin-spin coupling to compute
Feshbach resonances occurring in collisions of trapped Cr
atoms. The comparison between the calculation and the ex-
perimental measurement provides a sensitive probe of the
accuracy of our interaction potentials that can be used for
understanding the prospects for Cr2 molecule formation in
the Cr BEC, or for studies of higher-energy collisions. We
explore the sensitivity of the Feshbach resonance parameters
to details of the interaction potentials. To discuss the stability
of Cr samples in a magnetic trap, we present calculations of
Zeeman relaxation in Cr - Cr collisions.

The total Hamiltonian for two Cr atoms in a homoge-
neous magnetic field can be written in atomic units as

Ĥ = −
1

2mR

]2

]R2R+
l2

2mR2 + V̂es+ V̂dip

+ 2m0SA ·B + 2m0SB ·B, s1d

wherem is the reduced mass of the chromium dimer mol-
ecule,R is the interatomic separation,l is the rotational an-

gular momentum of the nuclei,V̂es is the operator of the

electrostatic nonrelativistic interaction,V̂dip is the operator of
the magnetic dipolar interaction discussed below,SA andSB
are the electronic-spin momenta of the two Cr atomsslabeled
A andBd, B is the vector of the magnetic field, andm0 is the
Bohr magneton. The vector sum ofSA andSB gives the total
spin S of the Cr dimer. We assume that the magnetic field
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does not vary substantially on the scale of the collision
length. If the quantization axisz is chosen in the direction of
the magnetic field vector, the last two terms in the Hamil-
tonian s1d can be rewritten in terms of the projectionMS of
the total spin on the magnetic-field vector as 2m0BMS. The
interaction with the magnetic field thus splits the energy lev-
els of the Cr2 molecule with different values ofMS. The total
angular momentum defined by the vector sum ofS and l is
not conserved, but its projection,M =MS+ml, whereml is the
projection of l on the magnetic-field axis, remains a good

quantum number. TheV̂es operator is defined in terms of the
Born-Oppenheimer interaction potentialsVSsRd of the Cr2
molecule as follows:

V̂es= o
S

o
MS

uSMSlVSsRdkSMSu. s2d

We expand the total wave function in terms of products of
tSMS

, the eigenfunctions ofS2 and Sz, and Ylml
, the eigen-

functions ofl2 and lz,

C = o
S

o
MS

o
l

o
ml

FSMSlml
sRdtSMS

Ylml
sR̂d, s3d

and write the dipolar interaction operator asf22g

V̂dip = −Î24p

5

a2

R3 o
q=−2

2

s− 1dqY−q
s2dfSA ^ SBgq

s2d, s4d

where a is the fine-structure constant. Substitution of the
expansions3d in the Schrödinger equation leads to a system
of coupled differential equations for the expansion coeffi-
cients FSMSlml

sRd parametrized by the coupling matrix that

comprises the electrostaticV̂es and magnetic dipolarV̂dip in-

teractions. The matrix of theV̂es operator is diagonal in the
basiss3d and the matrix of the dipolar interactions4d can be
evaluated analytically as demonstrated, for example, in Refs.
f22,23g. The solutions of the coupled differential equations
with the appropriate scattering boundary conditionsf23g
yield the scattering matrix.

The elastic and inelastic cross sections are computed from
the S matrix as shown in Refs.f22,23g and earlier in the
work of Bohn f24g. We consider collisions of bosonic52Cr
atoms with zero nuclear spin so the basis sets in Eq.s3d are
constrained by the symmetry requirementS+ l =even. Also,
the spin-spin operator in Eq.s4d is a tensor of rank 2, which
further restricts the states to evenS and l as the initial colli-
sion channel has quantum numbersS=6, MS=6, or MS=−6,
depending on whether the initial channel is the lowest- or the
highest-energy state. In addition, we found that neglecting
the basis states withMS,4 in the close-coupling expansion
s3d did not change the results for Zeeman relaxation of maxi-
mally stretched Cr atoms. The resulting basis set included
only states that preserve the atomic spin or allow spin to
change by one.

The positions and widths of Feshbach resonances can be
obtained from an analysis of theS matrix as described by
Ashton et al. f25g. In the vicinity of a Feshbach resonance,
the magnetic-field dependence of the scattering length is
given byasBd=aSf1−G / sB−Bresdg, whereG is the width of

the resonance andaS is the zero-field scattering length cor-
responding to the potential with total spinS f26g.

Pfau and co-workers trapped Cr atoms in a MOT in the
lowest Zeeman levelMS=−6 f20g and measured a number of
Feshbach resonances, arising from the coupling of theMS=
−6 state to higher Zeeman levels with largerMS values. This
coupling is mediated by the magnetic dipolar interaction. We
have computed several of the resonances that may occur in
ultracold collisions of Cr atoms initially in theMS=−6 state
in a weak magnetic fieldssee Tables I–IIId. Our results for
the positions and widths of the resonances are in good agree-
ment with the experimental findingsf20g. These resonances
are determined by the positions of the least bound energy
levels in theS=6, S=4, andS=2 molecular potentials, which
also sensitively affect the corresponding values of the scat-
tering lengths. The scattering length is determined by the
parameters of the long-range interatomic interaction and the

TABLE I. Calculated resonance positionssBresd and widthssGd
in comparison with the experimental findingsf20g. The closed
channels are labeled byuS,MS, l ,mll. The molecular potential pa-
rameters are:C6=745,a6=102.8,a4=53.8,a2=−18.5 a.u. The en-
trance channel corresponds toS=6, MS=−6, l =0, ml =0; DBres

=Bres
scalcd−Bres

sexpd, DG=Gscalcd−Gsexpd.

uS,MS, l ,mll Bres
scalcdsGd DBressGd GscalcdsmGd DGsmGd

u6,−2,4,−4l 50.1 0.0 0.00024

u6,−3,4,−3l 64.9 −0.2 0.0025 −0.0035

u6,−4,4,−2l 98.6 −0.3 0.16 −0.14

u4,−2,4,−4l 143.2 −0.7 0.026 −0.094

u4,−3,4,−3l 187.8 −0.5 0.11 −0.11

u6,−5,4,−1l 206.0 0.2 12 0

u4,−4,4,−2l 288.7 2.1 0.54 −11.46

u6,−4,2,−2l 295.6 5.3 56 5

u2,−2,4,−4l 379.2 0.0 0.31 −0.11

u4,−4,2,−2l 506.9 7.0 83 2

u6,−5,2,−1l 600.5 11.4 1590 −110

TABLE II. Same as in Table I, but for the potential parameters:
C6=770,a6=102.5,a4=53.6,a2=−22.4 a.u.

uS,MS, l ,mll Bres
scalcdsGd DBressGd GscalcdsmGd

DG
smGd

u6,−2,4,−4l 50.1 0.0 0.00024

u6,−3,4,−3l 64.9 −0.2 0.0024 −0.0036

u6,−4,4,−2l 98.5 −0.4 0.16 −0.14

u4,−2,4,−4l 143.0 −0.9 0.025 −0.095

u4,−3,4,−3l 187.6 −0.7 0.11 −0.11

u6,−5,4,−1l 205.6 −0.2 12 0

u4,−4,4,−2l 288.0 1.4 1.53 −10.47

u6,−4,2,−2l 293.0 2.7 53 2

u2,−2,4,−4l 379.2 0.0 0.29 −0.13

u4,−4,2,−2l 503.8 3.9 81 0

u6,−5,2,−1l 595.0 5.9 1530 −170
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shape of the molecular potential such as the position of the
classical inner turning point. It is possible to tune the scat-
tering length by varying the strength of either the short-range
repulsion or the long-range attraction.

To obtain a better agreement with the experimental mea-
surements, we modified slightly the position of the classical
inner turning point and the long-range interactionC6 coeffi-
cient of the originalS=6, S=4, andS=2 molecular poten-
tials. For each curve, the position of theab initio data points
at separations less than the equilibrium distanceRe was
shifted according toRshifted=R+ssR−Red / sRc−Red, where
s corresponds to the shift of the zero-energy classical inner
turning point Rc. The shifted data points were joined
smoothly to the rest of the data and the modified long-
range tail. Table II shows that the results obtained with
C6=770 a.u. are in better agreement with the measured data.
This is consistent with our earlier suggestion that the previ-
ously determined value ofC6=745 a.u. is a lower limit on
the C6 coefficient computed with an estimated accuracy of
50 a.u.f21g. Based on the results of Table II, we recommend
a new value ofC6=770 a.u. for the Cr-Cr interaction poten-
tials. The scattering lengths we have obtained with our po-
tentials are in harmony with the experimental measurements
f20g. We note that the calculated resonances in Tables I and
II correspond tol =0 in the collision channel. Referencef20g
reported two narrow resonances which we have also identi-
fied as belonging to thel =2 collision channels and one
other resonance that we, as well as Ref.f20g, have not yet
identified.

In Table III, we give our predicted positions for a number
of resonances that form in thel =4 and l =6 energetically
closed channels whose widths are expected to be extremely
narrow. These resonances result from bound states in the
gerade molecular potentials with spin multiplicities 1, 5, 9,
and 13.

The magnetic moment of Cr is six times larger than that
of alkali-metal atoms, making it easier to trap Cr in a mag-
netic trapf15g. Magnetic traps confine atoms in low-field-
seeking states or the Zeeman levels with a positive gradient
of energy with respect to the magnetic field. The stability of
trapped atomic samples is determined by the efficiency of the
Zeeman relaxation in atom-atom collisions. The potentials of
the Cr2 molecule with the different spin values are signifi-
cantly split at finite interatomic separationssee Fig. 1 in Ref.
f21gd. This suggests that there is substantial spin anisotropy
f27g in Cr - Cr collisions and the Zeeman relaxation of Cr
atoms in all but maximally stretched states must occur rap-
idly. The Zeeman relaxation of Cr atoms in the maximally
stretchedMS= +6 state is driven by the magnetic dipolar
interaction. It was found in the experimental measurements
that, because of the large magnetic moment of Cr, the dipolar
Zeeman relaxation is also quite efficient in collisions of
maximally stretched Cr atoms at temperatures between 0.01
and 1 Kf15g. The experiment could not be extended to lower
temperatures due to technical difficulties. In order to under-
stand the prospects for evaporative cooling of large-Bohr-
magneton atoms such as Cr at ultralow temperatures in a
magnetic trap, it is necessary to analyze the efficiency of the
Zeeman relaxation as a function of the magnetic-field
strength and temperature.

Figure 1 presents the energy dependence of cross sections
for the Zeeman relaxation of Cr atoms in theMS= +6 state at
three experimental magnetic-field strengths. Several observa-
tions are in order: the cross sections increase with decreasing
collision energy, increase with decreasing magnetic field, and
display several shape resonances whose positions are inde-
pendent of the magnetic-field strength. The latter indicates
that the elastic scattering is not affected by the magnetic
field.

The magnetic-field dependence of the cross sections at
ultracold collision energies is surprising. The cross section
for the Zeemansor projection-changingd transitions vanishes
at ultracold collision energies in the absence of a magnetic
field f28g. In a finite magnetic field, the cross sections for the
Zeeman relaxation tend to infinity as the collision energy

TABLE III. Predicted resonance positionssBresd, with l =4 and
l =6 nuclei rotational angular momenta, see caption of Table II for
the potential parameters. The resonances are listed in the order of
increasing magnetic field.

uS,Ms, l ,mll Bres
scalcdsGd

2,0,6,−6 116.0

2,−1,6,−5 133.1

2,−2,6,−4 167.4

6,0,6,−6 340.7

6,−1,6,−5 402.0

6,−2,6,−4 496.4

4,0,6,−6 543.4

0,0,6,−6 556.4

4,−1,6,−5 645.5

6,−3,6,−3 659.7

6,−2,4,−4 786.9

4,−2,6,−4 801.9

2,0,6,−6 964.9

6,−4,6,−2 992.4

FIG. 1. Zeeman relaxation cross sections in collisions of two Cr
atoms initially in theMS= +6 state. Inset: Zeeman relaxation at the
collision energy 1.4310−10 K, 1 K=0.695 cm−1.
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vanishes and they must therefore increase with the field
strength at low magnetic fieldsf29g. Zeeman transitions are
accompanied by orbital angular momentum transfer and the
centrifugal barrier in the final channel impedes the outgoing
collision wave packet at low magnetic fields, thereby sup-
pressing the transition probability. Increasing the magnetic-
field strength leads to larger energy separation between the
Zeeman levels, and the role of the centrifugal barrier in the
outgoing channel is mitigated at high magnetic fields. In-
creasing the magnetic-field strength at high magnetic fields
should somewhat decrease the Zeeman relaxation cross sec-
tion due to the energy-gap lawf30g. It should thus be ex-
pected that the Zeeman relaxation cross sections quickly in-
crease with the magnetic-field strength at low fields, pass
through a maximum, and decrease at high magnetic fields.
The maximum in the magnetic-field dependence of the
Zeeman relaxation cross sections in typical atomic and
molecular systems occurs at magnetic fields on the order of
1–2 T f30g.

The results in Fig. 1 show that the Zeeman relaxation
cross section in Cr - Cr collisions decreases monotonously in
the magnetic-field interval 0.01–2 T. Calculations with lower
magnetic fieldsssee the inset of Fig. 1d demonstrate that the
Zeeman relaxation cross section does follow the anticipated
trend; however, the maximum in the cross section occurs at
about 40 G. Apparently, the large mass of Cr reduces the
magnitude of the centrifugal barrier in the outgoing channel

and the field strength of as little as 40 G is enough to miti-
gate the role of the orbital angular momentum in the final
Zeeman level. We conclude that this should be characteristic
of most heavy atoms with zero hyperfine interaction.

In summary, we have presented accurate calculations of
Feshbach resonances occurring in ultracold collisions of op-
tically trapped Cr atoms in the lowest-energy Zeeman level
and cross sections for Zeeman relaxation of magnetically
trapped Cr atoms in the highest-energy Zeeman level. It was
found that calculations with the revised value of the long-
range interaction coefficientC6=770 a.u. are in better agree-
ment with the experimental measurements of the Feshbach
resonances. The Zeeman relaxation cross sections were
found to increase as both the collision energy and the
magnetic-field strength decrease to very low values. This
trend may inhibit the evaporative cooling of heavy atoms
with large magnetic moments in a magnetic trap.
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